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ABSTRACT

In the ethereal world of information security, threats posed by virii, and malware to an organisation’s business critical assets, on the perimeter or otherwise, is a matter of great importance. Identifying potential vulnerabilities and the prevention of their being exploited is equally crucial. Ascertaining threats and discovering threat sources whilst developing solutions against the aforesaid threats is of significance.

Methods there are, to guard against known threats, however a disparity there exists where unknown virii and malware fly under the radar of detection, and thereby exposing businesses to risk, and to compound the threat, their discovery and remediation are assigned to security teams with limited training, resources, and toolset.

The Halla tool, the object of the research herein, seeks to bridge the observed chasm. Its design, construction, architecture, and deployment shall be examined whilst relevant works in the field shall be studied with their potential shortcomings stressed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Malware are as prevalent as devices with operating systems are as ubiquitous, it be embedded or otherwise, in today’s technology dependent milieu. Over one million malware, most of which had been developed in the past twelve months, are said to be in circulation with the number and complexity increasing exponentially [1]. Malware usage is no longer confined to obscure bores in dim dungeons seeking excitement of sort, but is mostly sponsored by nefarious criminal elements including nation states of which intent is to engage in technological, industrial, and military espionage. Petty pillaging of sensitive data including user credentials is more of a thing of the past [2] [3].

To comprehend the extreme nature of malware infections, 80% of companies had a security incident in 2015 with such incidents arising from exploits of known vulnerabilities inter alia SQL injection, cross-site scripting (XSS), cross-site forgery request (XSRF), session cookie hijacking, and weak encryption [4]; further, businesses, particularly in the financial industry, observe 106 unknown malware attacks per hour [5]. The number of unknown malware infections is believed to be far much greater, albeit its implications and subsequent potential loss is harder to quantify; for instance, Stuxnet, InfoStealer, Duqu et cetera, had only been discovered years after their release, and some having been in play for years in major financial and investment institutions [Ibid]. As shown in Figure 1.1, patching malware infections has neither being consistent nor speedy, albeit the trend has changed in recent years with vendors like Microsoft, Adobe, Apple et cetera, adopting more aggressive patching approach, and adapting rather aggressively to the rising threat landscape [6]. In its current state, a recent survey showed the average time to detect a cyber-attack is 99 days [Ibid].
In malware analyses methodologies, two common methodologies there are: a) code analysis, which entails sifting through opcode, and actual lines of code for potential bugs or defects, and b) dynamic analysis, which entails executing programmes in real time with input and output behavioural observations effected; the former requires proficiency in disassembling code, decompiling binaries, and a great deal of familiarity with Assembly programming whereas the latter requires a network environment, for instance virtual, in which programmes are executed with their operations cum behaviours observed. With each method, gains along with constraints are found; for instance, code analyses is detailed, rather time-consuming with a great deal of proficiency on the part of the engineer required whereas the latter is swift, less detailed where familiarity with the environment is sufficient with less technical expertise required as to the internal workings of the malware [2]; however such analyses are rather reactive only undertaken post-infection where signs of malware infection have been observed, and where the damage, financial or otherwise, has been committed.

With that being the case, most businesses employ stratified, preventative security posture in the form of firewalls, proxies, and network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) appliances along with anti-virus software, but lack proactive malware detection edifice, tools, or proficient personnel capable of detecting new or unknown malware infections; for instance, earlier variants of InfoStealers, which primarily targeted investment and financial institutions in North America and Europe, date back to the late 1990s, albeit had only been discovered in the mid-2000s having
been harvesting sensitive data including credit card and banking information, user credentials, intellectual property and propriety data amongst other things with no signs of infection or detection; its discovery was rather accidental than detection-based: a cause for concern [18].

Here is where the Halla security tool, the subject of discussion henceforth, which seeks to offer a sound solution to the aforesaid quandary, comes into the equation. It must be noted the Halla tool is not a panacea to all virii and malware infections, however it serves as the *absens nexus* of the aforesaid existing chasm, where no solution is found, for new or unknown virii or malware infections. It is an addition, and not a replacement, of existing security tools designed to offer stratified security solution from perimeter to intranet systems.
CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In examining traditional variii and malware analyses systems and tools, and in reviewing current cyber-security threats and vulnerabilities landscape, more so in the business world, prompted attention in not only researching the field, but proposing a solution, which if not contract the disparity, could potentially precipitate an interest amongst security professionals, and vendors. Investment and financial institutions, which form the primary target for most nefarious virii and malware attacks, provide unique insight into defence edifice against malware, whilst possessing some of the best security defence posture against such attacks. Small firms with limited budget, which fall on the opposite spectrum of the scale, provide a perspective of some interest. Equally important, if not more, are Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition systems (SCADA), which provide essential services including national power grid, water supply, natural gas to name a few, all of which are at greater risk against malware attacks, and are of greater importance to strengthening their safety and security.

With the aforesaid systems in mind, and against the backdrop of an ever so volatile global cyber-security threat landscape, with state-sponsored actors in play more often than not, an automated, proactive solution that which assists security professionals is required, ergo Halla security tool, which offers [a] solution to that effect, devised to assist security professionals, and further bolster existing security tools against malware attacks in an organisation’s overall security structure.
CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW

Software testing, a subject beyond the scope herein, is argued, at best, to disregard software security viewing it as if an afterthought charge rather than an integral part of software development life cycle (SDLC), and at worse, wholly overlooking it until a bug or a vulnerability has been identified, in production in most cases; it is further contested software developers embrace the reverse philosophy in that software testing is performed to show “a program performs its intended functions correctly” or “demonstrating that errors are not present” instead of “executing a program with the intent of finding errors” [38].

Whilst large organisations now maintain security teams, a stark disparity exists between software development and security teams where each team operates in its own dominion with little, if any, direct collaboration with the other; for instance, the former regards the latter, with contempt, and as no more than glorified vandals whilst the latter views the former as no more than wooden cads. It has been asserted that, in large organisations, security teams are granted greater influence over organisation’s security posture, and in security policy position, which further diverge the aforesaid teams with software development teams viewing security teams as adversaries to be circumvented, battled, and conquered [21]. One could be so bold as to posit software developers along with project managers regard security testing a superfluous appendage, and a costly inconvenience begetting nothing more than delayed deliverables, missed deadlines, and sundry project expenses; however, empirical studies show initial cost of carrying out reasonably exhaustive security tests are found to cost much less than subsequent efforts in patching a vulnerability, or addressing financial loss, or potential lawsuits, resulting from a security breach [29].
With that in mind, malware, be it virii, malware, or worms, changed the dynamics of the computing world, both from a software developer perspective, and a user standpoint, particularly in its assailant nature and fierce prevalence on the Internet. On the one hand, it persuaded software developers to heed software security and secure coding methodologies whilst on the other hand imprinting its signature in the psyche of the average user, who grasps not quite as to the gravity and enormity of its prevalence along with its adverse ramifications, financial or otherwise.

With respect to known virii and malware, security and anti-virus vendors serve as a layer of security amongst an organisation’s heuristic security edifice, however detecting unknown virii and malware on systems, business critical production systems or otherwise, is a subject, of enormous interest, to which less attention and resources are being ascribed albeit bears considerable adverse implications, financial or otherwise to businesses, and to a lesser impact to persons, largely owing to failure to its being detected in time, thoroughly investigated, and correctly remediated. In the wake of unknown malware, of which signature, content, properties, or effects are neither defined nor identified, gains a foothold in a business network, succeeding consequences could be greatly injurious, and the greater the threat, the grander the ruination in its trail, particularly to business organisations, to nation state infrastructure, or to SCADA systems, namely security incidents apropos the Northeast electric grid in 2003, Springfield, IL, water supply in 2011, the International Atomic Energy nuclear power plant in 2016, and hijacking major US, Asia, and European cities’ traffic control systems, in 2014 to name a few [5].

An imbalance there too exists betwixt the sophistication of unknown malware, of which threat grows in time and scale, and the utility of existing security tools most of which are found
to be less congruous in sophistication, lacking granularity whilst being post-infection-centric generally effected post the feat; equally disconcerting is the fact that the skillset of malware authors is far superior to that of security corps to whom the task of protecting, for instance the national power grid, is entrusted.

That coupled with a deterministic, if perpetual rise in the number of [daily] discovered malware, estimated at 1.4 million unique malware, excluding yet to be identified malware, which forces the subject to the fore for concerted examination [19].

![Figure 3.1. Malware discoveries from 1984 to 2014](image)

To illustrate the legitimacy of the aforesaid argument, one must consider, for instance, variants of the InfoStealer malware, or Point-of-Sale (PoS) malware as at times referred to, targets PoS networks, and is believed to be the greatest source of stolen payment cards (ACH, PCI, DDAs et cetera) with its greatest effects felt from 2013 to 2015 impacting, in the process, nearly 100 million payment cards; forty (40) million credit cum debit card payments along with
seventy (70) million personal records had been compromised in a PoS malware attack against a single high street retailer in the US alone in 2015 [30]. And many a large organisation is potentially still vulnerable to the exploitation.

Further, Boleto malware, which is believed to date back as early as 2010, yet only discovered in early 2013, infected 192,277 unique IP Addresses, harvested 83,506 user credentials, costing Brazil 3.7 billion US dollars [39]. Equally elusive was Duqu, a memory resident malware, which made its detection rather arduous, believed to have targeted Iran’s nuclear arsenal along with security firms with privilege escalation capabilities [27].

Furthermore, Stuxnet, a 500KB worm targeted Microsoft Windows systems, Siemens Step7 software, and programmable logic controllers enabling its authors to spy upon industrial systems, and by extension destroying centrifuges with its primary target being fourteen (14) industrial sites in Iran subsequently begetting considerable impairment to Iran’s nuclear infrastructure [27]. Whilst initial detection along with ensuing remediation pales in comparison with the intricate and elusive nature of the aforesaid malware, post reversing and analyses showed an apparent incongruity betwixt competing coteries with mastery on the attacker’s side rather evident.

For reflection, in its infant eons, malware analyses was mainly performed manually with a handful of tools and personnel, however whilst the dynamics, complexity, and pattern of virii and malware greatly advanced, defence techniques, methods, and concepts unfortunately remained the same albeit toolsets along with network environments, with the advent of virtual networks, relatively improved; for instance, when BRAIN, the first recorded virus, targeting floppy drive boot sectors, was discovered in 1986, stealth in nature and of its kind at the time, it was difficult to detect, and remediate it, and whilst the threat landscape drastically matured over
the years, skillset on the part of qualified personnel lags behind [22]. For instance, threat landscape has considerably evolved with ransomware attacks against businesses increasing in three-fold in comparison to previous two years, and with 44% of companies in North America suffering four (4) or more data breaches in the past year [39].

2016 BY THE NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3x</th>
<th>In 2016, ransomware attacks on businesses increased threefold.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8x</td>
<td>Ransomware attacks on small businesses increased eightfold from Q3 2015 to Q3 2016.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 seconds</td>
<td>Ransomware attacks on businesses occur every 40 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$99,000</td>
<td>A single cryptomalware attack can cost SMBs $99K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44%</td>
<td>Enterprises in North America who suffered four or more data breaches in the past year. Double the amount that businesses worldwide suffered (20%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$861,000</td>
<td>A single cybersecurity incident now costs large businesses a total of $861,000.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2. Ransomware attack increase

Whilst anti-virii software and malware detection tools and techniques considerably evolved since then, evidently there exists a disparity betwixt malware authors vis-à-vis security professionals [38]; for instance, more often than not, the former is highly skilled, dedicated, resourceful, and motivated by financial gain with a great deal of effort in remaining anonymous whereas the latter is operating under extreme circumstances lacking in resources, skill, and most importantly time.

Against the aforesaid backdrop, it is reasoned that existing toolsets along with security corps are ill-equipped to effectively address pending challenges, posed by malware, particularly where nation states, and/or nation state-sponsored organisations are concerned; further, there exist limitations with malware reversing and analyses in that malware protection techniques including encryption, packing, and obfuscation are far too complex requiring highly skilled corps and bespoke tools to meet the challenge [19]. It is further asserted that decryption, unpacking,
and de-obfuscation techniques are no mean feat, and could potentially dissuade many a security professional from embarking upon malware reversing, particularly engaging in static analyses (Ibid).

Automating malware analyses is where the Halla tool, the subject of discussion herein, comes into the equation. It must be noted before undertaking this solution, existing solutions had been studied, most of which had been used in business environments, where a security gap was observed, thusly inspiring the advent of the Halla security tool. Observed was deficiency on the part of anti-virus vendors in detecting unknown virii and malware infections where their respective libraries contain not the signature for the malware, be it a new variant of an existing malware, or a mint breed. It was further observed existing malware analyses engines offer a manual process requiring binaries to be fed to the engine(s) post infection, detection, and discovery, a principally rather reactive approach.

Ergo, an automated, robust malware analyses tool is a must to augment existing anti-virus software, and discussed henceforth shall be the Halla tool, a solution deemed befitting of which object is to contract the observed disparity.

3.1. Related Work

Before undertaking this solution, traditional solutions, in place, had been studied, where a security gap was being observed, ergo inspiring the advent of the Halla security tool; it was found none of the existing anti-virus vendors are capable of detecting unknown virii and malware infections provided their respective libraries contain not a signature for the malware, be it a variant of an existing malware or a new breed.

Virus-total [7], an open source anti-virus scan aggregate engine, which hosts signatures of nearly two-dozen anti-virus software vendors including Symantec, Kaspersky, Sophos,
Windows Defender *et cetera*, is used to identify signatures of all virii and malware binaries prior to their being analysed, and where signature(s) is found in its repository or is recognised, no analyses is carried out, as shown in Figure 3.3; however, if signature(s) is not recognised, then it is submitted for further analyses whence it is disassembled, decompiled, and reversed.

![VirusTotal Anti-virus active scan engines](image)

**Figure 3.3. VirusTotal Anti-virus active scan engines**

Stand-alone malware behavioural analyses tools including Anubis, Cuckoo, and FireEye, as well as Open Source online engines including BinaryNinja, all of which provide post-infection analytical services, had been examined as part of determining as to the severity of the identified gap. Noteworthy, it is that no pro-active tools had been found during the research period.

### 3.2. Definition

The Halla security tool is a proactive tool, which adds a great deal of value to the concept of defence in-depth subsequent to security industry gap analyses where anti-virus vendors, which adopt a more reactive detection methodologies than not, are found to fall short in addressing new and/or unknown virii and malware threats to the enterprise; *vigilo*, a file-watching agent is installed on hosts providing full protection against unknown and potentially malicious binaries.
(.exe), dynamic-link libraries (.dlls), system configuration files (.sys | .ini), drivers (.drv), installation packages (.msi) amongst others, and thereby protecting an organisation’s business critical assets. On the backend, malware analysing engines disassemble binaries deemed risky or nefarious to the enterprise, and where further analyses is considered necessary, manual static analyses and reversing pursues to ascertain the nature and type of the binary in question. A web interface there is on the front-end, where security analysts could monitor activities, conduct further analyses, or escalate, should need arises, and determine as to the requisite remedial action(s) concerning binaries of interest.

3.3. Solution

Departing from the aforementioned premise, a set of tools including the Halla security tool are being developed to assist security remediation and engineering teams in identifying potential threats prior to their begetting data breach or compromise whilst mitigating potential threats and vulnerabilities; the tool is intended to target binaries of unknown signatures, and of zero-day vulnerability exploits; it is not however to replace anti-virus software with its vast signature libraries.

Discussed shall be the objectives, functionalities, rationale, technological, and development approach, architectural design, quality attributes, viewpoints and perspective catalogues, constraints, design patterns cum principles, design artifacts cum their analyses, implementation artifacts cum their analyses, and code snippets of the Halla system [8] [9] [10] [11][12].

Analyses along with functionalities of the tool by and of itself shall remain within the scope herein, and in line with the project guidelines, as stated in the project specification
requirements, whilst detailed analyses of applied technologies including Python libraries, Open Sources libraries, and .NET framework fall beyond the scope herein, ergo shall not be discussed.

3.4. Functionality

The Halla tool seeks to add strength to an organisation’s security edifice with the intent to contracting, if not closing the discussed security gap, which is not being met by traditional anti-virus software of which deficiencies had been researched, over a long period of time, in organational security structures; it further attempts to bolster existing security tools, and is considered a supplement rather than a substitute; it seeks to guard against immediate anomalies, malware related or otherwise, where no other mechanisms exist to protect business assets.

It shall be used in tandem with existing anti-virus and threat analyses tools to further assist security professionals to identify, and report malicious activities on, any and all, hosts on target network environments, and for purposes pertaining to virii or malware infections, phishing, identity theft, sources of malware, and other fraudulent intent.
3.5. Rationale

As an additional security layer, the Halla security tool seeks to proactively prevent zero-day exploits providing binary signature analyses that which anti-virus software recognises not, and is unable to remediate or mitigate; further, it intends to assist security engineers to proactively assess network environments for potential malware residence and exploits, and to avoid being blindsided by what could potentially cause injury to an organisation’s resources.

In its design, a number of scenaria, each of which shall be discussed herein, had been considered where the Halla tool would be effective in its application.

3.5.1. Scenario A

An employee returns to work having been remotely working from home or from a trip abroad; unbeknownst to him, his host was infected with a zero-day, multifaceted network
spreading worm, which in its initial stage, targets tftp protocol used by network switches and routers, collects important information including routing and subnet information, routers / switches credentials et cetera, about the target network; on the first Saturday of each month, its client, which hooks into Internet browser, Windows Internet Explorer (IE) in this instance, remotely connects, via an encrypted channel, through web proxy, to a remote server to upload harvested data; this continues with security engineers being none the wiser, and no anti-virus, firewall, or intrusion detection mechanisms detecting worm infection, or data exfiltration.

3.5.2. Scenario B

Under this scenario, the same incident, as in Scenario A, takes place in an organisation where the Halla security tool is installed on all its clients hosts, particularly laptops; employee’s computer is infected with the same worm, however at the time of the infection, vigilo, the file-watching agent on the host, would create a log detailing worm infection whilst recording all its subsequent activities on the target host, and creating an incident with the security engineering team, who would initiate an investigation; sample(s) of all binary files, associated with the worm, would be automatically uploaded to a Sandbox server, where its analyses would be initiated; in the event it transpires the worm infection to be of a malicious nature, posting threat to the enterprise, the entire network would be swept for signature matching instances and incidents so as to eliminate the threat. All security teams including the Incident Response team along with senior management would be notified.

3.5.2. Scenario C

Under this scenario, the same incident as in Scenario A, takes place only this time the employee does not connect to the corporate network for a period of time, be it days or weeks, subsequent to the worm infection; this is one of the shortcoming of the Halla tool, which is being
discussed at the moment, and shall be addressed in future releases where any host that which connects not to the corporate network for a period longer than three (3) weeks would have its network interface(s) disabled, and shall not be permitted to reconnect to the network until it has been checked, validated, and remediated, should need arises.

3.6. Stakeholders

Syed, Ahmed – Software Engineer & Architect

Whilst I served as the software engineer and architect for the development of the tool, other stakeholders included my employer, who financed the project providing test lab environments including hardware, software, and licensing for commercial tools. Other stakeholders included colleagues, who contributed to the design, development, testing, and deployment of the tool. For instance, one colleague was responsible for documentation with another assuming the role of testing the tool in its various stages whilst another was tasked with designing and maintaining test lab network environments.

3.7. Target Audience

The Halla tool shall be used by security professionals, remediation, and security engineers, who carry out security threat, vulnerability, virii and malware analyses and assessments.

3.8. System Implementation

Following are the system implementation details:

1. Develop the Halla tool, where binary reversing and signature analyses is being carried out,

2. Binary signature comparative analyses is being conducted,
3. A repository of all binaries along with binaries MD5 and SHA signatures are being created, and

4. A report of binaries analyses of both known and unknown signatures is being generated.

![Sequence Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 3.5. Sequence diagram**
Figure 3.6. Class design diagram
3.9. **Design Pattern**

Model-View-Controller is an important architectural design pattern which seeks to partition system or application framework into three interoperable, manageable entities; for instance the Model represents the data layer in a logical way, and is in charge of carrying the data and making other objects aware of data changes; the view is a graphical representation of the Model responsible for displaying the Model data in suitable form, whereas the controller orchestrates the pattern in charge of intercepting user input, and interacting with the Model and/or the View [10]; here, the MVC design pattern is applied in the development process of the Halla system.

![MVC Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.7. MVC diagram**
3.10. Paradigm

- Unified Process elaboration model,
- Tackling major risk items at the project commencement,
- FURPS+ modalities including security.

3.11. Architectural Patterns

- Context – a situation which gives rise to a problem,
- Problem – a problem that which arises subsequent to the aforementioned context, and
- Solution – an architectural resolution befitting the problem in the aforesaid context.
Halla comprises two primary components:

i. A file-watching ‘vigilo’ mechanism, which monitors anomalies, binaries drops or executions, and file state changes including file update, deletion, creation, or renamed on a target host;

ii. A sandbox environment where all binaries are being disassembled, and reversed with signature comparative analyses, and in-depth analyses being carried out; here, as and when an unrecognised binary file(s) has been identified, signature comparative analyses is firstly conducted pursued by binary and opcode analyses in a sandbox environment; if the binary is found to be of malicious nature, and of unknown status, then a security engineer would effect a remediation plan where any host found to be hosting a matching signature is mitigated.

3.1.1. Component I: File-watching ‘vigilo’ agent

Under the first component, the Halla tool monitors files on the local host watching for potential threats originating from binary drops, known or otherwise, and in the event a known file is being accessed, the tool conducts comparative binary signature analyses against a central database subsequent to which a determination of whether the binary is a threat, or not, is being made.

![Vigilo agent code snippet](image)

Figure 3.9. **Vigilo** agent code snippet
A portable executable (PE) header parser strips binaries to expose its directory tree structure along with its string representation to ascertain as to the nature, type, origin and other attributes of interest in furthering binary file analyses.

An API script searches, rescans, and runs anti-virus signature validation against VirusTotal, an open source virus signature validation engine.
The threat portal is then updated with current events populated awaiting review and remediation by members of the senior security engineering team; further, the backend central database is also updated for future reference.

In the event, a binary signature is determined to be unknown, it is uploaded to a remote sandbox environment for further analyses – a hand-over to the next step of the Halla security tool.

3.11.2. Component II: Binary disassembling, reversing, and restructuring analyses

With the status of the binary file being unknown, it is deemed as a threat to the organization, thusly the binary file is received in a sandbox environment where it is decompiled, stripped, parsed, and reversed for in-depth analyses; an alert is also generated to the on-call security engineering team, who shall then initiate further analyses subjecting the binary file to more stringent analyses; here, a determination as to the nature and impact of the threat is being made.

Further, the threat portal, which comprises of critical, medium, and low threat events is updated with technical write-ups, impact analyses, plan of remediation along with comments for future reference;
Furthermore, as and when a binary file is found to be of malicious nature, the security engineering team evaluates its business impact initiating an Incident Response edict, should the event be deemed to warrant an escalation; here, senior management is briefed with principal engineering team kept abreast of event development;

Moreover, the remediation plan is being put into effect eliminating the threat whilst scoping the environment for similar events, and engaging the LAN support teams of respective lines of businesses in the enterprise;

And finally, anti-virus and threat analyses vendors are notified whilst availing the binary for its inclusion in their respective signature libraries.

Figure 3.13. String representation

Figure 3.14. Code representation

Figure 3.15. Relevant cached data from the Browser, Chrome in this instance
Figure 3.16. Relevant data obtained from the system registry
CHAPTER 4: RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Discussed in this chapter, shall be a small sample of selected population whilst presenting results of research findings along with data analyses. A small sample was selected for two (2) reasons: firstly, majority of the sample data might contain private, and/or propriety type data, and secondly binary files presented herein are analysed using the Halla tool whereas all binaries are submitted to multiple engines some of which are licensed commercial engines of which use is not for public usage.

4.1. Data Analyses & Findings

Results of the virii and malware analyses, of a small sample population selected out of a larger sample data, shall be presented and discussed herein whilst remaining close to the principal objective of the research. The intent was of two-fold: a) demonstrate inherent shortcomings of current anti-virus software where unknown virii and malware are concerned, and b) exhibit the efficacy and utility of malware analyses tools, meeting the challenge of maintaining secure network environments, and to enhance capabilities of conventional anti-virus software.

4.2. Sample Data

A small sample data of suspected malware binary files had been selected for analyses with the results of thirty-five (35) of the aforesaid files being reviewed. A randomly selected few shall be presented and discussed herein. So was done for reasons of brevity, expediency, and protection against divulgence of propriety data, and adherence to licensing restrictions of commercial tools.
Sample binary files were acquired through a period of thirty-six (36) months with the target population selected randomly with little, if any, prior knowledge as to their being of malware type, or not, and as the results shall support, the principal objective had been realised.

4.3. Test Lab Environment

Two (2) physical test lab network environments along with a virtual environment, comprising virtual hosts along with physical machines, with a number of engines conducting binary analyses, had been created. There are physical firewalls separating the environments with strict inbound and outbound network connections in the form of access control list (ACL) put in place, and whilst test hosts have outbound connection to the Internet, server engines are only accessible inbound via SSH (secure shell) with a minimal top-range ports accessible. To maintain the test environment, Deep-freeze software is used to sanitise hosts post infection, and prior to the next round of infections.

For the purpose of this research, a sample data of thirty-five (35) random binary files, suspected of being of malicious nature, had been submitted for analyses using the Halla tool of which results shall be presented herein. Further, five (5) other malware reversing engines had been used to analyse the same binaries for comparative reasons, albeit their results could not be shared owing their being licensed commercial software, and not for public use.
Collected over a period of thirty-six (36) months, binaries had been firstly submitted manually for analyses to anti-virus software, and to stand-alone malware analyses engines. Of those, twenty-four (24) binaries had been found to be clean posing no threat whereas eleven (11) binaries had been classified as being of malware type posing threat.

However, when the same binaries had been submitted to the Halla tool for analyses, it classified twenty-two (22) binaries as being clean, eleven (11) binaries as being of malware type posing threat, and two (2) binaries, which are of great interest, as being unknown flagging them as requiring escalation, and further analyses.
If a binary is not recognised, and could not be analysed, for reasons including that it is being either packed guarding it from interference, or encrypted protecting it from being disassembled, it is queued for further analyses, which entail: a) submitting it to the Halla tool to unpack or decrypt, and to analyse it with results reviewed by senior security engineers, and b) subjecting it to static analyses by a senior security engineer whilst notifying other teams, including LAN Support, Corporate Risk, Legal Department et cetera, should need be. Here, for instance, two (2) of the binaries were classified as “unknown” requiring further analyses, and thereby precipitating their being escalated for, and subjected to, further threat analyses. The intent of doing so is of two-fold: a) if a binary is deemed of either being shielded from interference, or encrypted, its potential threat must be addressed, and b) this prevents there existing a gap where some binaries are left unanalysed, albeit still posing a threat to the
enterprise. It further allows teams to engage anti-virus vendors to whom new virii or malware discoveries are reported for signature update on their respective signature libraries cum repositories, and by extension for the protection of the wider community.

Analyses of the two (2) unknown malware binaries, neither of which had been identified by anti-virus or conventional malware engines, shall be further examined, to demonstrate the utility of the Halla tool without which malware could potentially have spread to network environments begetting considerable injury to critical business applications, resources, and shareholder equity.

The first unknown binary to analyse was “simple.exe” of which properties of interest included: size, packer type, signature, directory location et cetera.

```
File Name: simple
File Type: PE32 executable (GUI) Intel 80386, for MS Windows, UPX compressed
SHA1: 4000047c2e6065ec8aa08370ce7df1da4e9bf6d
MD5: 72922cab21d75a9e2da351bda35bd9f
```

**Figure 4.3. Malware sample type & signature**

In disassembling the binary file, it was discovered a host browsing the Internet downloaded a binary file, which was then dropped unto the local temp directory “c:\%userprofile%\appdata\local\temp”, from where it was executed at which point a number of nefarious activities including remote outbound connection to an external host, of IPAddress 198.20.167.83, of latitude and longitude: -78.8788 and 42.8825, identified as belonging to NetSolutions, a firm based in Buffalo, NY had been initiated. The importance of this location is that malware was using a legitimate website, NetSolutions’s unbeknownst to its owners, to host malicious binaries, as an intermediary source, to target and infect businesses in the United States, albeit malware’s original source was Russia. This was done to hide its origin, to mislead, and to throw researchers off its track.
It was further discovered the binary file was packed with “Armadillo”, as shown in Figure 4.5, primarily used to guard malware against debugging, disassembling, and decompiling. In so executing, the malware creates a set of entries in the registry, writes itself to the registry “run” key for future execution, reads a number of files searching for key data strings, creates two (2) mutices, attempts to establish an outbound connection to a remote host possibly for downloading additional malware, potentially for remote data dump, and finally deletes a set of files from the registry and infected host directories, as shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

Figure 4.5. Malware packer type
Figure 4.6. Malware creates files in registry

Figure 4.7. Malware opens registries
This is common amongst malware, however what is noteworthy is that the malware imports almost every possible system library, spawns more threads, injects to a number of native processes, all of which render the infected host almost inoperable, which in effect defeats the purpose of remotely taking over hosts unless of course the desired object was to exhaust system resources, and thereby crashing target hosts.

![PE Imports](image)

**Figure 4.8. Malware .dll imports**

If the latter was the desired object, then why attempt an outbound connection to a remote host? And if the former was the object, then why deplete system resource? Or perhaps neither was the intent of the author.

In carrying out further static analyses, it was discovered the malware attempts to read a set of directories on the local host including user’s browsing history, session cookies, stored credentials, DNS information, subnet, local network interfaces, and routing table information,
process details, memory mapping data, proxy data, mutices, and so forth, as shown in Figures 4.9 - 4.16.

For instance, browsers tend to store user session cookies, including user credentials, on the local drive for convenience, and ease of use. Here, malware reads usernames, passwords *et cetera* of sites visited by the user(s) including web based emails, online banking, and other sites deemed of value to the attacker, as shown in Figure 4.9.

![Figure 4.9. Locally stored user credentials](image)

Equally of interest is that malware tracks, and compiles user’s browser history, as shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.

![Figure 4.10. Harvesting user data through the browser](image)

![Figure 4.11. Browser history](image)

Malware further monitors all files accessed by the user on the local drive(s) including mapped network drives, as shown in Figure 4.11.

![Figure 4.12. Accessed local files](image)
For further attacks, and potential data harvesting at an organisational level, malware attempts to collect data pertaining to an organisation’s **Active Directory** database schema, as shown in Figure 4.13. Attacks including stealing Domain Controllers’ NTDS.dit files, which in turn allows an attacker to obtain Active Directory usernames and passwords, MS Exchange Email Server, DNS poisoning and so forth could be launched.

**Figure 4.13. Active Directory data**

![Active Directory data](image)

**Figure 4.14. Mutices data**

Of interest to the malware, is proxy configuration possibly used for data exfiltration, which the malware collects from the user’s system configuration, as shown in Figure 4.15.

**Figure 4.15. Proxy data**

![Proxy data](image)

And finally, it was discovered that malware targets system memory as a source of collecting sensitive data including user credentials, and other business critical data.

**Figure 4.16. Memory analyses & data incl. logon credentials & other business critical data**

![Memory analyses & data](image)
Further excavation brings to the fore additional gems including local network’s Active directory mapping, mapped network drives, email addresses for, any and all, users with whom infected user(s) interacted in the past, which in turn provides the attacker with a treasure trove potentially used in launching further attacks namely phishing, social engineering, or even infecting other hosts on the local network, and servers in particular for greater gains. Far more detrimental, if perhaps deleterious, is that the malware targets memory from where it accesses and gathers critical data including user credentials where administrator level user accounts with which remote code execution along with complete system takeover are targeted, and/or cloned, as shown in Figure 4.16.

The second unknown malware, packed with UPX, is more evasive, targets system memory, and thereby posing greater threat to the enterprise; it creates a process “services.exe” in %system32% directory spawning child processes. No outbound remote network connections were observed, nor were any local host information harvesting attempts made. The intent of the malware was understood to have been to infect the host, create a child process, imbed itself into Window’s native “services.exe” process, remain hidden in memory with no visibility, and launch itself at system boot-up. Furthermore, it writes to an address space of another process whilst reading it, “services.exe” in this instance, and continues to monitor directories.

Figure 4.17. Malware sample spawns a process

If one were to compare Window’s native “services.exe” file with the infected binary in its place on the target host, one could observe a few disparities including its size, MD5 & SHA-*
signatures, and other attributes where the native file is a genuine Microsoft file type with its vendor publication cum signature intact, of 400.52KB size-wise, and with the following signature (Figure 4.18):

![Figure 4.18. Malware signature authenticity validations](image1)

Whereas the infected binary file’s properties, which clearly show the disparities betwixt the two binaries, are as follows (Figure 4.19):

![Figure 4.19. Malware signature alterations](image2)
An indication, this is of a native process being overtaken by a malware, and unless it has been remediated, target host shall remain infected, vulnerable to further infections and exploitations. A non-technical system administration, or a novice security professional, would be none the wiser with respect to the target host being infected, anti-virus software would not detect the infection until its signature library has been updated, and the host is being subjected to in-depth analyses using automated malware analyses tools such as the Halla tool.

As demonstrated here, the two (2) unknown binaries could not have been analysed through conventional malware analyses methods and techniques requiring closer examination, decompiling and disassembling, and the use of tools, such as the Halla tool, that could unpack or decrypt, sans being detected, lest malware corrupts itself as it detects its being analysed, or tampered with. This underscores the fact that static analyses and manual reversing is still
required, in some cases, even with automated tools, but at a much less rate and rarity than the current state.

Atop of decompiling binary files with the Halla tool, it is noteworthy each binary is submitted to five (5) malware analyses engines two of which are of open source with the remaining three being licensed commercial tools. Further, VirusTotal, an open-source virus scanning engine with numerous anti-virus engines was also used, post analyses, so as to report unknown malware signatures to the wider technical community.

Here, one could evidently observe the utility of the Halla tool where anti-virus software falls short, and as is the case herein ceases, so as to extend greater security against unknown or shielded virii and malware, and sans further analyses one is none the wiser as to the perilous nature of infection(s). As Zeltser (2015) asserts in conducting multi-layered malware reversing exercise, security corps require greater understanding of malwares’ inner threading, its internal workings under the bonnet, and an insight as to its functions in each of the four (4) stages of malware reversing and analyses namely code reversing, interactive behavioural analyses, static properties analyses, and fully automated analyses [40].

In automating malware analyses, and not merely relying upon anti-virus vendors, businesses are in a better position to protect their network resources, and empower their security teams and senior management in devising befitting mitigating control measures to secure business assets, and possibly identifying blind-spots that which would otherwise not have been identified.

Whilst admittedly this is a small sample analyses purely for academic purposes, observed virii and malware trends in the business world are far more intricate, intrusive, and detrimental. One clearly observes a widening chasm betwixt conventional anti-virus software and complex
virii and malware-based attacks confined not only to businesses, but to nation state critical infrastructure.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

An existence of a security chasm betwixt the current state of protecting against virii and malware infections vis-à-vis detecting unknown virii and malware infections had been identified. A solution to remedy the aforesaid security gap was proposed in the form of the Halla security tool, which attempts to bridge the observed chasm. Other works in the field, including anti-virus software, stand-alone malware behavioural analyses tools, malware scan engines et cetera had been studied to evaluate the severity of the identified gap where shortcomings of traditional systems had been studied.

The Halla security tool, which comprises an agent, harvesting tools, and a reversing mechanism, was developed to enable security engineers to detect and analyse unknown virii and malware binaries where current malware engines fall short. It automates the process from collecting binaries off client hosts, via secure channel, to disassembling binaries to presenting results to alerting senior security engineers where the need for static analyses arise.

The tool not only provides malware reversing capabilities, but also offers basic memory and forensics analyses of all activities by non-native binary files written to the local disk. An in-depth memory and forensics analyses functionalities, to further advance its capabilities, is currently under development. Under research is also Kernel auditing along with kernel exploitation check enhancements to further guard against attacks including rootkits, memory scrapping, and obscure clandestine malware.

As noted, it is by no means a panacea for all virii and malware infections nor a substitute for anti-virus software; rather it is a supplemental tool to guard against malware infections, to bolster existing systems, and to further broaden an organisation’s defence edifice.
5.1. Effectiveness

A number of experiments to test as to the effectiveness and usability of the Halla tool on various platforms had been carried out in lab environments comprising live and virtual hosts of various platforms including Windows VII, VIII, and Windows X, and whilst Windows VII was the initial platform the tool was built on and for, tests on subsequent Windows releases, with the exception of Windows X, had met with minimal challenges whereas for Windows X, a complete re-building had to be undertaken with privilege escalation issues, interfacing with the dynamic engine amongst other challenges encountered.

To demonstrate its effectiveness, a sample data of thirty-five (35) binary files, collected over a period of thirty-six (36) months, had been manually submitted for analyses to anti-virus software, and to stand-alone malware analyses engines. Of those, twenty-four (24) binaries had been found to be clean posing no threat whereas eleven (11) binaries had been classified as being of malware type posing threat. Subsequently, the same binaries had been submitted to the Halla tool for analyses. Here, Halla tool classified twenty-two (22) binaries being clean posing no threat whereas eleven (11) binaries had been identified as being of malware type posing threat. However, the Halla tool identified two (2) binaries as being “unknown”, and thereby alerting senior security engineers to re-examine the said binaries; after a close examination, it was discovered, the binaries were packed or encrypted. The tool’s unpacking functionality, which is currently manual, was enabled, binaries re-submitted, and results reviewed. The revelation was that the two (2) binaries in question were of malicious nature potentially posing grave threat, including loss of, and/or damage to, data, data exfiltration et cetera, to the organisation, as demonstrated in the analyses chapter. Here, the effectiveness of the tools was very evident. Also
apparent was the shortcomings of the anti-virii software and malware analyses engines where packed or encrypted binaries were concerned.

The tool is being staged for pre-production deployment with a small pilot hosts being targeted; all new issues encountered then shall be documented with fixes released at the time.

Further, new builds had been created for mobile devices including Android and Windows phones with a plan for iOS phone builds in the works; tablet devices including Samsung shall also be targeted in future releases.

Furthermore, new builds for *nix systems is under test with Linux Redhat and Unix Solaris being primary targets.

And finally, forensics and memory analyses tools, initially deemed rather elementary, are being deployed as an inbuilt component of the tool.

5.2. Deficiency

In its current form, as discussed in Scenario C, an identified deficiency of the tool is that it addresses not threats posed by host(s) that which fail to communicate with the network, and where no sample is obtained for analyses in the event of an infection: a known flaw of the tool, which shall be addressed in future releases with network interfaces of hosts out of reach for a period longer than three (3) weeks disabled and barred from reconnecting to the network until a complete security assessment has been undertaken. Issues concerning user frustration along with delays, which might adversely influence productivity, are predicted, and could be addressed in security orientation sessions.

Whilst the tool has unpacking and decrypting functionalities, its earlier versions including versions v1.0 and 2.0, relied upon manual unpacking or decrypting of binaries, and re-submitting them for analyses; the whole process is automated in later versions starting with version v3.0.
5.3. Future work

Future enhancements under development include deeper forensic and memory analyses along with Kernel auditing and exploitation checks, which are currently under research and development.

Further, the tool shall be compiled for mobile devices including Android and Windows phone X, and whilst environment configuration for mobile devices had been found rather challenging, rooted and jailbroken devices are under scope, with some teething problems encountered. Versions for *nix platforms are currently under development with Kali, Redhat, and Solaris being primary candidates.

And finally, an Open Source version is being considered in future releases.
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